Molecular biology of Hodgkin's disease.
The mist surrounding the origin and genesis of HRS cells of classical HD is beginning to dissipate. Molecular biological studies of classical HD at the single cell level strongly suggest that the HRS cells in the majority of cases represent a monoclonal outgrowth of late germinal centre B cells that have lost their capacity to express IG through crippling mutations introduced during the germinal centre reaction. Because of the expression of T cell antigens and/or cytotoxic molecules, the HRS cells of a minority of classical HD cases appear to originate from T cells. Under physiological conditions, B cells that are unable to express IG are eliminated by apoptosis. In most B cell derived classical HD cases, the HRS cells have lost their IG gene coding capacity through mutation and should therefore die of apoptosis. Since this usually does not happen, blockade of the apoptotic pathway may be a major event in the pathogenesis of B cell related classical HD. It is tempting to assume that viruses such as EBV, as well as regulator genes that normally monitor the human genome for damaged DNA, such as TP53, might be involved in the postulated hindrance of the apoptotic pathway, leading to the genesis of classical HRS cells.